
Dr. hurwitz: after the abos
receives an application for the
cognitive examination, we send
evaluation forms to the people
named as being able to evaluate
the applicant’s performance. peer
reviewers may include orthopaedic
surgeons; the chiefs of the anes-
thesia, radiology, or emergency
departments; operating room
nurses; administrators; and others.

the evaluations measure
whether the applicants are
fulfilling all their obligations. For
instance, if they are supposed to be
on-call, do they come in and take
call? do they communicate well
with their patients and other physi-
cians? so, we’re really asking
whether applicants are good citi-
zens as well as good surgeons.
AAOS Now: What happens after
the ABOS receives the case lists
and peer review information?
Dr. hurwitz: the abos credentials
committee meets in the fall the
year before an examination to
review the information and deter-
mine whether the applicant meets
the professional and ethical stan-
dards for being a board-certified

orthopaedist. committee members
also determine whether the appli-
cant is performing enough operative
procedures to be considered an
active orthopaedic surgeon. they
look for any recurring problems
that may indicate the need for
performance improvements, such as
a high number of returns to the
operating room or many infections.
AAOS Now: How is MOC
updated?
Dr. hurwitz: each year we write
new questions and invite new
examiners. we’re constantly
getting younger people on board
to get input about the skills and
knowledge diplomates should be
able to demonstrate.
AAOS Now: How do you respond
to those who say that MOC is too
time-consuming?
Dr. hurwitz: we know some
orthopaedists are not entirely
comfortable with Moc yet. It
does take time to enter a case list,
and it takes additional time and a
little bit more money to complete
scored and recorded self-assess-
ment examinations. we believe,
however, that these are extremely

worthwhile endeavors and
resources are available to provide
assistance. practically every activity
related to the Moc process is in
line with the trend in american
medicine to be more reflective
about how we practice and what
our outcomes are. some of our
colleagues, in fact, find it a stimu-
lating process that improves their
skills. I know that not everyone
feels that way, but the abos has
always seen Moc as a quality
improvement process rather than a
set of hurdles to jump over.
AAOS Now: Where can AAOS
members find those MOC
resources?
Dr. hurwitz: they can sharpen
their skills by obtaining educa-
tional products from the aaos
and specialty societies, as well as
by attending appropriate cMe
courses. It’s also helpful to consult
with other surgeons.
AAOS Now: Is there help with
record keeping?
Dr. hurwitz: the aaos has a free
transcript service (www.aaos.org/
transcript) for all members. It
automatically logs cMe credits

earned through academy-
sponsored courses, multimedia
programs, and exams, as well as
programs offered by many of the
specialty societies. It also allows
orthopaedists to add information
about any cMe earned from other
sources. Fellows should be sure to
retain all documentation from any
organization that has sponsored
their cMe activities.

because the transcript service
lists the maximum number of
credits for which an activity quali-
fies, fellows must access the tran-
script and actively claim the credits
they’ve earned.

any and all questions about
Moc and specific deadlines
should be directed to the abos,
either online at ww.abos.org or by
phone at (919) 929-7103. also, be
sure to read all communications
sent by the abos and maintain
current e-mail and address infor-
mation by alerting the abos office
in chapel hill, n.c., of any
address changes. NOW

Jennie McKee is a staff writer
for aaos now. She can be
reached at mckee@aaos.org
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